The 7th Panzer Division was an armored unit from the Heer, formed in 1939, ending his days during the defense of Berlin in 1945. It was commonly known as the “Ghost Division” for its speed and independence of movements, a feature that placed in serious troubles to the allied army throughout WWII.

1. **UNIFORM**
   - **Set Panzer Crew**
   - **Black Uniforms AK3001**

2. **FLESH**
   - **Set Flesh and Skin AK3010**

3. **SHIRT**
   - **Base:** Deck Tan AK3067
   - **Lights:** Base + Faded White AK3029
   - **Shadows:** Base + Canvas Tone AK3076

4. **PATCHES AND EMBLEMS**
   - **Base:** Emblem Red AK3126 +
     - **Dark Shadow Flesh AK3015**
   - **Lights:** Base + Intense Red AK3049
   - **Shadows:** Base + Reddish Black AK3016

5. **BOOTS**
   - **Base:** Brown Black AK3056
   - **Lights:** Base + Brown Leather AK3031
   - **Shadows:** Base + Pure Black AK3084

**TRICKS:**
1. To ease the work of painting uniforms with specific colors, use the sets made by AK Interactive, for these uniforms, Panzer Crew Black Uniforms AK3001. It is the most convenient, quick and economical way to paint this kind of figures. When using these sets, mix the colors between them to achieve more color variety in the different items of the uniforms.
2. Collect graphic information about units, patches and emblems of these uniforms, so you will have a better idea on how to paint each of these details and enrich your historical knowledge.
3. In these figures as the colors used are very similar, use accessories like belts, saddle bags and paint them in brown leather to give variety and attention to the whole set.